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Perspective  

Written by Hollie, Age 12 

Due to the COVID-19 lockdown, a lot more people have been walking out and around 
the village and countryside.  My family & I went on a 2hr walk to Sevenhampton and 
came back to the village through Roves Farm. We walked the whole way to Roves 
Farm without even reaching a road. It is great that more and more people are getting 
out and about and enjoying the fact that we have so many walks from the village with 
all sorts of wildlife around us, but it needs protecting and looking after, and people 
need to respect it. 

The Countryside Code is a set of rules that the government put in place in 2016 to try 
and keep people safe when enjoying the countryside and outdoors. Yep it’s an actual 
thing.  The moto is Respect, Protect, Enjoy. It has a strong meaning to it that we 
need to look after the outdoors. 

Respect the environment & our unique British Countryside.  Leave footpaths & 
surrounding areas as you find them.  This means taking your sweet wrappers & crisp 
packets home with you & not throwing them in a ditch. Not only is our type of food 
often harmful to the wildlife & farm animals, but animals will try & eat anything & our 
litter can get stuck in their tummies & sometimes kill them.  Going for a walk can be 
much more fun if you have a dog (still working on the parents for that one!!), but then 
there’s the poo issue!!!  Believe me it really isn’t nice when you pick your football up & 
it’s covered in pooo-arghhh!!! Yep that scarred me for life, especially when mum told 
me that dog poo can blind you!!!  Unfortunately our dogs can’t clean up after 
themselves, so it’s your job as their owner to do it for them.  Gotta admit, that is one 
job that puts me off looking after a dog!! It’s also very important that you shut gates 
and leave footpaths as you found them, so that you show respect for the 
environment, the people who own the footpath, and the other people around you. 



Protect the countryside, wildlife & farm animals. It is so very important that you 
don’t feed animals in fields. Animals can get sick if you feed them the wrong things. 
Things like Buttercups, Ragwort, Yew, Foxgloves & Deadly Nightshade, which are all 
found in hedgerows, can all be deadly to horses & farm animals.  Horses & ponies are 
naturally inquisitive animals & will often come across to see walkers on edges of their 
fields.  No matter how friendly they seem it’s best not to touch them; all animals can 
bite!!!! Most owners would prefer their pets, or livestock, not to be fed either; 
underlying health conditions can make them sick if they’re fed too much or the wrong 
things!!! Some footpaths actually go through field of animals, for example sheep.  It’s 
really important not to frighten the animals & super important to close any gates; 
something my brother & I get nagged to do.  I now realise that animals could escape 
if gates are left open & get themselves into all sorts of danger if they leave their 
fields.  Animals often run when they’re scared of things they don’t understand & 
could easily hurt themselves if they are running away from something that scares 
them!!! 

Enjoy our environment. You should probably plan ahead on your walk so that you know 
where you would like to go, and so that you don’t get lost. You should also aim to find 
out about where you can go at what times of year, because some people’s land could 
be used for farming at certain times, or nesting birds might need protecting!!!! 

In England we are so lucky, there is roughly 190,000 kilometres of public rights of 
way.  This gives us lots of opportunities to get to know the natural environment 
around us.  So get out & Enjoy the countryside, learn to spot the wildlife, but most 
importantly Respect & Protect it so everyone can enjoy it!!!! We are so lucky in South 
Marston to have some great walks right on our door step, as we found out recently 
during the COVID Lockdown!!! 

We have a responsibility to look after and protect the countryside and wildlife 
around us, for us, and future generations of people who want to enjoy the amazing 
and unique British countryside that we are so privileged to have around us. 

Thank you for reading.


